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Cobi Mayson knows exactly who Hadley is to him the moment he sees her for the very first time. That
doesn’t mean it will be easy for him to convince her to take a chance on him.

Hadley Emerson knows she could fall hard and fast for a guy like Cobi. A man who seems to show up every
time she needs him, but she knows better than to just hand over her heart.

Knowing his future with Hadley is on the line, Cobi begins to tie their lives together. As the invisible rope
that connects them tightens and things between them heat up, an unknown threat emerges threatening to to
take away their happily ever after and send them both into darkness.
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From Reader Review Until Cobi for online ebook

Sabrina says

NOW LIVE!
Amazon US * Amazon UK

Until Cobi brings us back to the Mayson's with Cobi and his Boom, Hadley Emerson. The story starts off
right where Until Harmony's big ending scene left us, with Cobi holding an unconscious Hadley in his arms
and acting hella-protective of her. Like the past Mayson's with their heroines, once Cobi found Hadley he
refused to let her go and became a possessive Alpha type of hero that had me swooning.

I'm a huge fan of ARR's heroes for that very reason, they're overbearing and ridiculous sometimes with just
what they'll do in order to make sure their heroines are okay and yet I never hate them. In real life I would
definitely be hitting them in with a heavy pan, but in romance leans I just swoon all over myself. And Cobi
was no different, I adored him from that first growl on page on and I never lost that love for him.

The story was also very easy to enjoy and was a pretty quick read. There wasn't a ton of angst or drama
thrown in so the story had an easy flow to it from start to finish. The only thing bad I could say about it is
that the stuff with Hadley's parents didn't exactly seem all that necessary, which wasn't a big deal, but at the
end of the book I was left questioning if we were ever going to get a definitive answer about the break in at
Hadley's place.

ARC kindly provided in exchange for an honest review.

Somia says

Happy Comfortable 3 Stars

A enjoyable addition to the Until series, the earlier books are fab but I haven't been overly keen on some of
the books framed around the second generation, that wasn't an issue with this book. Overall I enjoyed this.

Cobi is just like his dad (Trevor) and uncles a perfect fit for Hadley. Hadley is a sweetheart with a lot of
strength, and watching her open up to Cobi was lovely to see.

If you want a light enjoyable read, a possessive caring alpha male and a strong female this is the book for
you.

Shayna says

 “I wonder if he knows he’s ruined me forever.”



Until Cobi by Aurora Rose Reynolds was one hot ALPHALICIOUS romance! Get ready to sigh, blush, and
smile for days after you devour this absolute GEM of a love story. With an ALPHA hero that is so damn
easy to love and a sweet, but sassy heroine that isn’t going down the love train without a fight…this is one
scorching hot couple that you will root for from beginning to end. Ms. Reynolds gives us a ‘BOOM’ that we
will never forget with her signature sexy and unputdownable writing style. These characters…this whole
family dynamic will steal a place in your heart, for sure! A blazing HOT romance with tons of dirty talk,
alpha shenanigans, and a dash of suspense…you can’t go wrong with an ARR Romance. You just can’t!

Wendy says

I have been a fan of Aurora Rose Reynolds ever since reading (and loving) "Until November" I have read
every single book in all the Until, Until Her and Until Him series. I am usually not a big fan of insta-love
but I gladly make an exception for the BOOMS in the Mayson family ;) 

This time it's (dirty-talking) Cobi Mayson's turn to be struck and he sure gets hit hard when he lays eyes on
Hadley for the first time ;) If you've read the previous book, Until Harmony, you already know how and
why they meet...  

The possessive alpha "caveman" comes out the minute he meets her. 

Hadley is still very much shaken up by the events of the previous book. Being raised in a completely
different environment than Cobi...she doesn't quite know how to deal with all the care and attention that he is
giving her. No worries though...Cobi is pretty determined to win her over ;)

Of course, she can't help but give in to him eventually....I mean this is Cobi Mayson after all !! Which is a
good thing, because someone will need to keep her safe since evil is still afoot !!

I have loved each book in all the Until series and this one was no exception. The problem, however, is that I
am already craving more !!

I just hope we will get "December's" book soon... Maybe in December ?? Wouldn't that be awesome

One more thing... I would not advise reading this book as a stand alone. I don't think you will have to read all
the books from all series (you totally should), but you should definitely read "Until Harmony" before
reading this one

I highly recommend this series....and any other book by this author.  



My reviews are posted on DirtyBooksObsession

Follow Us on➦ 

CaRo says

What should I say I love the Until books all of them. Until Cobi was not one of my favs but I loved it
nontheless.
Every time I read about the Maysons it feels like coming home, so I agree with Aurora cheers to many more
booms ❤?
So I am ready for Decembers story who else?! ?
And if you are lookin for me I am startin all over again with until November!!

Tpagirl says

Until Cobi was the seventh book in Aurora Rose Reynolds’ Until Him series. It picked up exactly where the
previous book, Until Harmony, left off.

Cobi Mayson was the son of Trevor and Liz Mayson (Until Trevor, original Until series). He was gorgeous,
a cop, loyal to family and totally Mayson overprotective, alpha.

Hadley Emerson had a rough childhood but overcame all the odds to become a successful and loyal social
worker dedicated to helping kids like her. We met her in the previous book when she had just witnessed a
kidnapping and helped to follow the woman, Harmony Mayson, until police could get on the scene and take
over. The first cop on the scene was Cobi Mayson and the saga began.

I love all of Reynolds’ books in her three Until series (Until, Until Him and Until Her). I love the Mayson
family, their loyalty, their fierceness, their bond, their male alpha dominance, and their female strength and
sassiness. Until Cobi was no exception. True to form, Reynolds also included a suspenseful storyline filled
with complexity, depth and dimension.

In the end, Until Cobi was another feel good story with a forever love. Reynolds also prepped us for
December’s story next in Until December and I can’t wait!

?Tonya? says

I have gotten to the point that I feel like I am visiting old friends or family when I read a story about the



Mayson clan. They are steadfast and a strong family unit. Always there for one another. This story was no
exception. You could tell that Cobi was raised by those Mayson boys because he was a replica of them. He
reminded me of Nico (who is my all time favorite book boyfriend). He even went on to be a cop like Nico
did. It seemed that maybe Uncle Nico had a big influence on him.

There was one aspect of the story in was unclear about and that was the matter of the break in. I kept
thinking something was going to come of that.

HERO~ Cobi was a fantastic hero. Strong, brave, protective and sexy. He knew the minute he saw Hadley
that she was his. They never referred to the BOOM but if you have read any of these books, you know. He
didn't let Hadley push him away and was so patient with her. Definitely a hero in my book.

HEROINE~ Hadley had been through a lot in her life. A crummy home life as a child with no one who
really cared except her best friend Brie. She initially tried VERY hard to push Cobie away. Thankfully
between Brie and Cobi, she finally gave in and chose happiness.

SEXUAL HISTORY~ Neither were virgins. No real talk about their sexual past at all.

OM/OW DRAMA ~ None

STEAM Definitely the steam we have come to love from ARR

VIOLENCE None of a sexual nature

SECONDARY CHARACTERS Some great family time with the Mayson gang, as well as her best friend
Brie and her fiance Kenyon. I was a little put off by the set up of Decembers story for the mere fact that
April, December's sister is hot for who I assume is going to be the hero, Gareth. I hope the drama isn't going
to be based on the sisters.

SAFETY I would say safe with exception. Hadley knew of Cobi in high school but he didnt remember her.
Basically everyone crushed on him. If that was not mentioned it would have been completely safe

ENDING~  Fantastic epilogue. I LOVE that even though it is a long running series, we get a fantastic
epilogue years and years into the future.

Eve Recinella (Between The Bookends) says

 
 
What a pleasant surprise this book turned out to be. Sometimes this author has the bad habit of leaving out
HUGE swatches of a couple's story which then makes for a confusing and underdeveloped read. Thankfully,
that was not the case here. This book starts right up where UNTIL HARMONY left off. So no huge gaps in
the timeline or missing encounters between the main couple. However, there were a couple of loose ends that
I would have liked to have seen tied up a bit. The biggest being Hadley's father, and if he was indeed the
person who broke into her apartment and if anything ever came of that?



 

Now, if you are at all familiar with ARR, then you can probably guess what I am going to say from here on
out. This was a straightforward and easy peasy read. There was really no angst. No OW or OM drama. Very
little pushing away (by the heroine). Hot sex scenes. A fantastic cast of secondary characters. We even get a
quick peek at who I assume will be up next (December). I'm a bit on the fence and genuinely hope there isn't
going to be any drama between the sisters. However, I wasn't overly thrilled that April was lusting over and
planning to sleep with whom I assume is going to be the hero of December's book. I'll just keep my fingers
crossed on that front. Both Hadley and Cobi were likable main characters. Like I mentioned above, Hadley
was a little reluctant at first, but nothing over the top. Cobi was all in from the minute he met Hadley. Last,
we get a couple very sweet epilogues that will leave you with a smile on your face.

 

 

Coco.V says

4.5 stars! Review to come...

Elizabeth says

"I have withing my grasp something most people will never really understand."

Until Cobi is the seventh book in the Until Series. A stand-alone contemporary romance with passion,
romance, and an action-packed plot, "the boom" continues to captivate me and keep me tuning in for more!
Cobi Mayson has set his eyes on Hadley Emerson. Hadley has recently experienced trauma and Cobi is one
alpha hot detective who isn't afraid to stake his claim on her and help her heal. Hadley is, of course, hesitant
to trust him after she has been through so much. Eventually, the Mayson charm kicks in and Hadley gives in.
It doesn't take long for Cobi to make Hadley his and yet, the danger is looming around every corner.

"Nothing feels better than being in you, nothing better than being with you, but really
nothing better than you coming on my cock."

Told in multiple POV, Until Cobi is another Reynolds winner with one smoking hot alpha male and the
spunky woman he is determined to make his. As always the Mayson family plays a prominent role in the
read as the family is an important element of this series. The connection is fast and the execution is always
flawless. It doesn't seem to matter how many characters emerge from this world, I will never get enough of
the Mayson Clan!

"Until the End."



Overall, Until fans will be happy to get more of "the Boom" because Reynolds always brings her A game!
As long as she is writing, my kindle and I are waiting!

For more reviews/reveals/giveaways visit:

Raine says

In in love with Cobi and Hadley!!!

This book starts in the timeline towards the end of Harmony's book. If you remember, Hadley is the girl who
the police when Harmony for kidnapped and then preceded to follow Harmony and get kidnapper without
concern for her own safety. In Harmony's book I knew I was going to love Hadley and I wasn't wrong. I
loved getting to know Hadley and Cobi in this book.

I was hoping to get a resolution on who broke into Hadley's home, but we never did. I also wanted to know if
her landlord, Tom, was really a former mobster hiding out in witness protection.

I am excited about December getting her book with this new guy Gareth! I love reading about the large
Mayson family. There are a LOT of siblings and cousins, so I know that Ms. Reynolds has a lot of stories to
write. I just wished that she could write super-fast so she could churn out a book every week. LOL!

Tijuana *Book Twins Reviews* says

Not quite but super duper duper close to 5 stars!

It's no secret that ARR is one of my absolute favorite authors! If she writes it, I'm reading it. It's that simple.

And lucky for me, this one was damn near perfect. Colby and Harmony's story was previewed a bit in the
last book and I couldn't wait. Luckily, it was so worth the wait!

The BOOM strkes again and boy oh boy, did I love it. Colby was EVERY SINGLE THING I love about
ARR alphas. He's bossy, growly, and badass. Pure Yum!!
When he encounters Harmony at a crime scene (yep, you read that right) he's a goner. The boom hits him
and I fell for him immediately. He's protective of Harmony and goes as slow as necessary not to freak her
out, but let's be honest....a man claiming a woman out of the blue will freak out any normal person. But
Harmony eventually catches on. They were especially great together. Her lack of a solid family and his huge
loving family was particularly great to experience. I loved it!



Mindy Lou's Book Review says

The best thing I loved about Until Cobi was that he was relentless in his pursuit of Hadley. I love it when a
hero sees what he wants and just goes after it. He didn't take no for an answer which is good since Hadley
had some hangups about her parents. Another great one to add to the series!

-OTT possessive hero
-shy and a bit insecure heroine
-quite a bit of suspense

Deborah says

3.75*

Until November is a book I’ve re-read so many times I’ve lost count. And while I’ve read most of the others
that remains my favourite.
I’ve found the latest series a bit hit and miss but the cover drew me to this one.
I love the Maysons and their Boom.
Cobi like all the Mayson men is fabulous. Hadley’s upbringing was the opposite of his. Her parents were
more bothered about drugs than their daughter. And nothing has changed.
You know how this goes but I loved these two and really enjoyed this book.

Now I read this without reading Harmony first. I did start it a while ago but I didn’t get very far. Reviews say
I should have read that first so that’s my next read.

Selma says

Until Cobi was another fantastic installment in the Until Him series by the queen of Alpha heroes and creator
of the Boom. Nobody writes sizzling hot, low-angst and entertaining insta love stories like Aurora Rose
Reynolds. It's her trademark and the reason why I'm completely addicted to her  books. They are my favorite
form of escape. I'm craving the feelings her books always leave me with - pure happiness and contentment.
It's so easy to connect with her endearing characters. The Mayson clan is my favorite book family. I swear I
want to be a part of them in another life.

Those of you who have read Until Harmony have already been introduced to Hadley. She was the brave
woman who followed the kidnapper's car and alarmed the police of the abduction. I truly admired Hadley for
this selfless act. That's how she and Cobi meet since he is one of the police officers who are called to the
crime scene. He feels drawn to her from the very beginning like a moth to a flame. Sweet and shy Hadley,
who is a social worker by profession, awakens a strong protective instinct in him. Cobi knows that she needs
him in order to feel safe, although she is too proud and stubborn to admit it. Hadley didn't have an easy
childhood with two useless parents who never cared for her and showed her love and affection. Her best
friend Brie and her fiancée Kanyon are the only people in her life she can lean on - until Cobi Mayson shows
up at her door demanding not only entrance into her home but also her heart. Strange and alarming things



keep happening to Hadley making her question if the occurances are somehow connected? Can the man she
is falling for keep her safe and sound?

I can't emphasize enough how much I've loved the great chemistry between Hadley and Cobi. Their
dialogues were so funny and full of banter. Although Cobi was sometimes very bossy and cocky he was also
very understanding and kind. He was the perfect man for Hadley. One who will always stand by her side and
support her. Hadley is such an admirable woman. She managed to make something out of her life despite her
past. The reason why she chose her profession was to help children who went through the same as her.
Although she is a quiet and reserved woman she had a strong backbone. They both reminded me so much of
Liz and Travor with their dynamics.

This beautiful story showed us that blood makes you related but not necessarily a family. Loyalty, respect
and love are the pillars and foundation of a family. I have to applaud Aurora for conveying such an important
and strong message.

I've savored every single chapter of this story because I never wanted it to end. As a die-hard fan of this
series and author I've to say that this is one of my favorite Until books. I recommend it from the bottom of
my avid reader's heart. Aurora is going to put you under her magical spell and make you begging for your
next Alpha fix. I'm therefore giving Until Cobi 5+ boombastic stars!


